
M361 helps music enthusiasts to take music creation to the next level.

With 653 voices and 240 pre-loaded styles, a style creator software is

available at your fingertip. Simply load the software on a PC and

connect it with the keyboard, you are free to let your imagination flow.

The keyboard records up to 10 six track songs with your creation of

melody and accompaniment. Alternatively, the songs could be

conveniently stored on a USB device. With performance assistant,

playing becomes more interesting. In the piano mode, the

performance assistant helps you to perform many difficult skills by

providing beautiful phrases to enrich the music. IN the guitar mode,

the keyboard will be divided into different parts to control different

parameters, providing guitar phrases like strum, broken chord,

echoism and endings. Just like playing the real guitar. M361 is a

keyboard with versatile function to cater both beginners and

experienced music players alike. Another fun feature is the Vocal

Effect. Plug in a microphone in the mic jack and a music player in the

Aux in, you can then sing along to your favorite music, with effects like

Chorus and Reverb are all on board, giving you a whole new

experience to explore with your voice.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

61 keys with touch response

128 notes polyphony

Backlit LCD display

10 Watt Ampilfication

653 voices

240 preset styles with 10 user defined

Comphrensive style control with intro, main, fills, A.B.C, Fade and O.T.S (one Touch Setting)

Styles creator PC software allows to conveniently create your styles

160 Preset song +10 user song + 5 demo song

Intelligent Learning System

Dual voice function to play two voices concurrently

Split function to assign a voice for chords and another voice for melody with editable splitting point

DSP with vocal effects

Recording and playback functions

Songs and tracks can be recorded on a USB device

USB-MIDI interface for PC or other equipment connection

Headphone output

Microphone input

Sustain pedal input (pedal not included)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Speakers 2 x 10W 4 ohm

Dimension (WxDxH) 956 x 360 x 125 mm

Weight 5,2 Kg

Packing Dimensions (WxDxH) 1030 x 455 x 210 mm

Packing Weight 7,5 Kg
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